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General Housekeeping
The students took their math Forward Exam yesterday and today. They did

amazing! I am so proud of their perseverance and hard work. This will continue to carry us

through when we take our last round of iReady testing in a couple of weeks. This time of

year can be a challenge: There is still lots of work to be done, but the nicer weather can

make it hard to stay focused. Continue to encourage your child to persevere at home with

his/her schoolwork: getting PAWs minutes done, practicing those math facts nightly, and

practicing those spelling words! Together we can! :)

Reader’s Workshop
We began our new module this week that focuses on the process of bringing food

to the table. Students are working on the idea of text features, central idea, and

determining facts vs opinions.

Math
After taking our Forward Exam we will begin solving multi-step story problems. We will
be wrapping our Geometry Unit at the end of this week.

Writing/ Grammar
The students have started a new piece of writing this week: Poetry! We have

learned about different elements of poetry, and have begun brainstorming ideas for

writing poetry related to a specific season!

Students are also reviewing how to correctly write abbreviations.

Social Studies
Students have continued looking at American Heritage and Culture. We are exploring
different landmarks, symbols, and documents that have shaped our history.



Science
Students have learned a lot about the life cycle of a plant. They are wrapping up their life

cycles unit this week with learning about variation among plants.

Happy Birthday!
There are no birthdays to celebrate this week.

Upcoming Events
● No upcoming events.

Reminders

The final book order of the year is due on April 24th!


